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RIVER MURRAY WEEKLY REPORT 
FOR THE WEEK ENDING WEDNESDAY, 21ST MARCH 2018 
 
Trim Ref: D18/18127 
Rainfall and inflows 
Dry conditions continued across the Murray-Darling Basin this week. No rainfall was recorded over the 
majority of the Basin except for small showers totalling mostly less than 10 mm in South Australia, 
southern and far western Victoria and scattered parts of New South Wales (Map1). 

 
Map 1 - Murray-Darling Basin rainfall map week ending 21 March 2018 (Source: Bureau of Meteorology). 
 
Flow in the upper Murray tributaries remains near base flow levels due to the dry conditions. In the upper 
Mitta Mitta River, the flow at Hinnomunjie Bridge is currently 120 ML/day. Downstream of Hume Dam, 
inflow to the River Murray from the Kiewa River, measured at Bandiana, is 200 ML/day whilst flow in the 
Ovens River at Wangaratta is currently 300 ML/day. 

3 month temperature and rainfall outlook  

Bureau of Meteorology (BoM) has issued the climate outlook for the three month period April to June. 
Conditions are more likely to be wetter than average in eastern Victoria and south eastern NSW, drier 
than average in south western Victoria and central Queensland and mostly equal chances of wetter or 
drier elsewhere (Map 2). Maximum temperatures across the Basin are more likely to be around average 
or cooler than average, while minimum temperatures are more likely to be cooler than average in the 
northern basin and warmer than average in the southern Basin (Map 3). 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/outlooks/#/rainfall/summary
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BoM has also advised that the La Niña in the tropical Pacific Ocean has ended, and conditions have 
returned to ENSO neutral. BoM reports that the weak and short–lived La Niña over the 2017–18 summer 
had relatively little effect on rainfall patterns. However, it may have contributed to higher than average 
temperatures in southern Australia, in part due to weather patterns being slower moving, and further 
south than normal. 

 
Map 2 – Chance of exceeding the median rainfall for the 3 month period April to June 2018 (Source: Bureau of Meteorology). 

 

  
Map 3 - Chance of exceeding the median maximum and minimum temperatures for the 3 month period April to June 2018 
(Source: Bureau of Meteorology). 

 
 
 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/enso/
http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/ahead/archive/temperature/maps/tmin.forecast.median.national.season1.latest.mr.png
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River operations 

 
Water availability update and outlook 

During the week NSW Department of Industry - Water (DoI-Water) announced general security 
allocations had increased by 2 per cent to 51 per cent of entitlement in the Murray Valley and by 4 per 
cent to 38 per cent of entitlement in the Murrumbidgee Valley. DoI-Water also advised that delivery of 
all high priority commitments, including carryover, will be available in the NSW Murray, lower Darling 
and Murrumbidgee valleys from 1 July 2018 for the 2018-19 water year. However, with the current water 
availability outlook, NSW general security starting allocations for 2018-19 are likely to be zero or low. 
Additional information regarding NSW valley water system operations, including water availability and 
water resource assessments, is available in WaterNSW’s water operations reports. 
In Victoria seasonal determinations in the Murray and Goulburn systems remain unchanged at 100 per 
cent high reliability water share and 0 per cent low reliability water share. The latest outlook for the 
2018-19 season is available from the northern Victoria Resource Manager website. 
System operations 

The dry and hot conditions experienced during summer have persisted into March affecting the River 
Murray and surrounding irrigation areas. With no water currently available from Menindee Lakes or the 
Murrumbidgee valley inter-valley trade (IVT) account to supplement demand in the River Murray, the 
rest of the system is being managed close to capacity to deliver downstream orders.  This high use of 
system capacity is often the case at this time of year when conditions are dry and demands remain high.  
To meet demand in the River Murray over recent weeks, the release downstream of Yarrawonga Weir 
has been increased to deliver water at channel capacity through the Barmah choke with Murray Irrigation 
Limited (MIL) supplying demands at Wakool Main Canal via the Edward Escape. In addition, significant 
volumes of Goulburn valley IVT water continue to be delivered to the River Murray. Further down the 
system, water that was transferred to Lake Victoria prior to January is being drawn upon at high rates 
to supplement deliveries to South Australia. 
Whilst conditions remain dry, and high demands continue, deliveries during the remainder of March and 
into April are more likely to continue around these rates. With Easter falling at the end of March, it is 
likely river flows and heights will remain stable downstream of Hume Dam and Yarrawonga Weir for the 
holiday period. 
However uncertainty always remains and significant rain events always remain a possibility. These can 
alter prevailing conditions and change system trends quickly. River users are advised to maintain a 
close eye on BoM weather forecasts and river conditions and keep up to date via the MDBA Weekly 
Report when planning recreational or other activities. 
Current Operations 

MDBA active storage decreased by 141 GL this week to 4,824 GL (57% capacity). 
The storage volume at Dartmouth Reservoir decreased by 2 GL to 3,421 GL (89% capacity). The 
release, measured at the Colemans gauge, remained at the minimum flow target of 300 ML/day. A brief 
increase to around 2,700 ML/day is planned to begin on Saturday 24 March and will continue until 
Sunday 25 March, before gradually returning to the minimum flow target of 300 ML/day on the afternoon 
of Wednesday 28 March. This pulse will benefit water quality in the Mitta Mitta River downstream of 
Dartmouth Dam. For more information on this flow pulse visit https://www.mdba.gov.au/river-murray-
system/flow-advice. 

• Planning underway to lower Lake Mulwala in late autumn and winter  
• Irrigation diversions remain high to meet autumn crop demands 
• Red alerts for blue-green algae continue for Gulpa Creek, Lake Victoria outlet, Lake Wetherell 

and the lower Darling River  
• Environmental water deliveries to South Australia continue to support Lower Lakes variation 

and barrage releases  
  

http://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
http://www.water.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0003/802947/WAS-NSW-Murray-and-Lower-Darling-180315.pdf
http://www.water.nsw.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/802948/WAS-NSW-Murrumbidgee-Valley-180315.pdf
https://www.waternsw.com.au/customer-service/news/operations?result_127127_result_page=1https://www.waternsw.com.au/customer-service/news/operations?result_127127_result_page=1
https://nvrm.net.au/seasonal-determinations/current
https://nvrm.net.au/outlooks/current-outlook
http://www.bom.gov.au/jsp/watl/rainfall/pme.jsp
https://riverdata.mdba.gov.au/system-view
https://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
https://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
https://www.mdba.gov.au/river-murray-system/flow-advice
https://www.mdba.gov.au/river-murray-system/flow-advice
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At Hume Reservoir, the storage volume fell by 100 GL to 1,301 GL (43% capacity). The release from 
Hume averaged 15,500 ML/day over the week. 
Downstream at Lake Mulwala, the pool level has remained within the normal operating range of 124.7 to 
124.9 m AHD. Planning is currently underway to lower Lake Mulwala in late autumn through to winter 
(see attached media release). The draw down will help manage the invasive water weed Egeria densa 
and will also provide an opportunity to undertake works on the lake foreshore. Lowering the water level 
and subjecting the exposed weed to drying and frost has proven to be an effective method for controlling 
its spread within the weir pool. 
 
Diversions at the major irrigation offtakes have remained high. At Mulwala Canal, the diversion averaged 
around 4,850 ML/day while the diversion to Yarrawonga Main Channel averaged 1,800 ML/day. The 
release from Yarrawonga Weir averaged 8,900 ML/day. 
 
Flow through the Edward and Gulpa Creek offtakes is currently near the maximum regulated flow rates 
of 1,600 ML/day and 350 ML/day, respectively. A red alert warning for blue-green algae is continuing 
for Gulpa Creek at Mathoura. Information on current blue-green algae alerts is available at the 
WaterNSW website. Downstream, the flow in the Edward River at Toonalook is steady around 
1,700 ML/day. Murray Irrigation Limited is currently releasing around 870 ML/day from Edward Escape 
to help meet orders at Wakool Main Canal and support flows downstream of Stevens Weir. Diversions 
into Wakool Main Canal averaged 940 ML/day over the week. The release from Stevens Weir remained 
steady with an average flow of 1,000 ML/day. 
 
Inflow to the Murray from the Goulburn River, measured at McCoys Bridge, eased to around 
2,300 ML/day but is now increasing and is expected to reach around 2,700 ML/day early in the coming 
week. These higher flows are facilitating the delivery of inter-valley trade (IVT) water to help meet system 
demands along the Murray downstream of the Barmah choke.  
 
Goulburn Valley IVT water is also being delivered to the Murray via the Campaspe River. Flow in the 
Campaspe, measured at Rochester syphon, increased to around 450 ML/day and is forecast to remain 
around this rate over the coming week. Information regarding current opportunities for allocation trade 
between the Goulburn and Murray valleys is available at the Victorian water register website. 
The diversion into National Channel, from Torrumbarry Weir pool, is currently around 3,200 ML/day 
and is expected to increase to around 3,500 ML/day in the coming week as autumn crop demands 
continue to rise. Over the weekend, the diversion temporarily reduced to around 2,500 ML/day to 
accommodate essential channel maintenance works. The release downstream of Torrumbarry Weir is 
currently 5,800 ML/day. 

Inflow from the Murrumbidgee River, measured at Balranald, averaged 270 ML/day and is expected 
to briefly increase during the coming week. The Murrumbidgee IVT balance is currently 6.8 GL, 
restricting the MDBA from calling on water from this valley to help meet Murray system demands.  
 
At Euston, the weir pool is being gradually lowered to between FSL and 10cm below FSL to provide 
additional flow downstream. The release downstream is 4,700 ML/day and is expected to be around 
5,000 ML/day over the coming week.  
 
At Menindee Lakes, the storage volume reduced by 19 GL to 273 GL (16% capacity).  A red alert 
warning (high alert) for blue-green algae remains current for Lake Wetherell. Management of the 
Menindee Lakes is being undertaken by WaterNSW in accordance with the Lower Darling Annual 
Operations Plan. Over the past week an earthen block bank was installed to separate Lake Tandure 
from Lake Wetherell (Photo 1). As these combined lakes approach the level at which they separate, a 
block bank is installed so that water that would otherwise be stranded and evaporate from Lake Tandure 
can be pumped into Lake Wetherell (Photo 2). WaterNSW advise that pumps are currently being 
installed and that pumping is likely to commence later this month. The release from Weir 32 is targeting 
200 ML/day and is being managed to maintain a minimum flow in the lower Darling at Burtundy, where 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
https://www.waternsw.com.au/water-quality/algae
http://waterregister.vic.gov.au/
https://www.waternsw.com.au/customer-service/ordering-trading-and-pricing/trading/murrumbidgee
https://www.waternsw.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/129831/Lower-Darling-Operational-Plan-December-2017.pdf
https://www.waternsw.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/129831/Lower-Darling-Operational-Plan-December-2017.pdf
https://www.waternsw.com.au/about/newsroom/2018/waternsw-set-to-pump-from-tandure-to-wetherell
https://www.waternsw.com.au/about/newsroom/2017/lakes-releases-minimal-as-darling-flows-dwindle
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the flow is currently 40 ML/day. A red alert warning (high alert) for blue-green algae continues for the 
lower Darling River between Pooncarie and Burtundy. 
 

 
 
Photo 1 Earthen block bank being installed to separate Lake Tandure from Lake Wetherell at Menindee Lakes (Photo courtesy of 
Barry Philp, WaterNSW) 
 
The flow at Wentworth increased this week to 3,500 ML/day. The weir pool level remains 10 cm above 
FSL to assist pumpers on the lower Darling River in the upper reaches of the Wentworth weir pool whilst 
flows downstream of Burtundy are low.  
 
Further downstream, Lock 11 at Mildura Weir is closed for urgent repairs.  The Lock is closed to all 
boats as the repairs involve the complete removal of the gates. Goulburn-Murray Water will endeavour 
to have the repairs completed prior to Easter. More information can be found on the GMW website.  
 
On the Murray at Locks 7 and 9 the weir pools are currently targeting a water level 10 cm below FSL 
and will vary between FSL and 10 cm below FSL over the coming weeks. The Lock 8 weir pool is 
targeting 30 cm below FSL. The fluctuation of weir pool levels is part of the weir pool variability program, 
which aims to help restore a more natural wetting and drying regime for river banks and wetlands.  
 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
https://www.waternsw.com.au/about/newsroom/2018/algal-red-alert-for-lower-darling-river-at-pooncarie-and-burtundy
https://www.g-mwater.com.au/news/latest-news-and-updates/lock-11-at-mildura-weir-closed-for-urgent-repairs.html
https://www.mdba.gov.au/media/mr/river-update-managing-murray-weir-pool-levels-2017-18
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Photo 2 Water being pumped from Lake Tandure to Lake Wetherell at Menindee Lakes in April 2016 (Photo courtesy of Barry 
Philp, WaterNSW) 
 
 
At Lake Victoria, the storage volume decreased by 39 GL and is currently 296 GL (44% capacity). The 
lake level is expected to continue falling away as stored water is used to help deliver flow commitments 
in South Australia. The flow to South Australia remained around 7,200 ML/day, which is above the 
normal South Australian entitlement flow, as additional water is delivered on behalf of the 
Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder (CEWH) to support ongoing barrage releases into the 
Coorong.  
 
At the Lower Lakes, the 5-day average water level reduced to around 0.5 m AHD and is currently 
0.51 m AHD. Higher inflows in the coming weeks due to delivery of environmental water are expected 
to maintain lake levels above 0.5 m AHD and allow for the continuation of barrage releases when 
conditions allow. Releases through the barrages over the last week reduced to around 800 ML/day. All 
barrage fishways remain open. 

For media inquiries contact the Media Officer on 02 6279 0141 
 
ANDREW REYNOLDS 
Executive Director, River Management 
  

http://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
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Water in Storage                                                                  Week ending Wednesday 21 Mar 2018 

MDBA Storages 
Full 

Supply 
Level 

Full Supply 
Volume 

Current 
Storage 

Level 
Current  Storage Dead 

Storage 
Active 

Storage 

Change in 
Total 

Storage 
for the 
Week 

  (m AHD) (GL) (m AHD) (GL) % (GL) (GL) (GL) 
Dartmouth Reservoir 486.00  3 856   479.13 3 421 89% 71 3 350 -2 
Hume Reservoir 192.00  3 005   181.40 1 301 43% 23 1 278 -100 
Lake Victoria 27.00   677   23.52  296 44% 100  196 -39 
Menindee Lakes    1 731*    273 16% (- -) #  0 -19 
Total    9 269     5 291 57% - - 4 824 -161 
Total Active MDBA Storage             57% ^   
                  
Major State Storages        

Burrinjuck Reservoir   1 026    421 41%  3  418 -24 
Blowering Reservoir   1 631    699 43%  24  675 +47 
Eildon Reservoir   3 334   2 098 63%  100 1 998 -69 

* Menindee surcharge capacity – 2050 GL                             ** All Data is rounded to nearest GL **                                                  
#  NSW has sole access to water when the storage falls below 480 GL. MDBA regains access to water when the storage next reaches 640 GL. 
^ % of total active MDBA storage                                            

Snowy Mountains Scheme                                               Snowy diversions for week ending 20 Mar 2018  
Storage  Active Storage 

(GL) 
Weekly Change 

(GL) Diversion (GL) This Week From 1 May 
2017 

Lake Eucumbene - Total 1 473 -55 Snowy-Murray +18  714 
Snowy-Murray Component  608 -18 Tooma-Tumut +3  199 
Target Storage 1 410   Net Diversion 14  515 
      Murray 1 Release +14  947 

Major Diversions from Murray and Lower Darling (GL) * 
New South Wales This Week From 1 July 

2017 Victoria This Week From 1 
July 2017 

Murray Irrig. Ltd (Net) 34.8 812 Yarrawonga Main Channel (net) 11.5 232 
Wakool Sys Allowance 3.1 52 Torrumbarry System + Nyah (net) 23 365 
Western Murray Irrigation 0.6 21 Sunraysia Pumped Districts 2.5 101 
Licensed Pumps 7.7 200 Licensed pumps - GMW (Nyah+u/s) 1 31 
Lower Darling 1.4 88 Licensed pumps - LMW 4.6 322 
TOTAL 47.6 1173 TOTAL 42.6 1051 

* Figures are derived from actual and estimates where data is unavailable. Please note that not all data may have been available at the time  
  of creating this report. 
** All data above is rounded to nearest 100 ML for weekly data and nearest GL for cumulative data** 
 
Flow to South Australia (GL) 

* Flow to SA will be greater than normal 
entitlement for this month due to environmental 
flows. 

Entitlement this month   186.0 *   
Flow this week  50.4 (7 200  ML/day) 
Flow so far this month 134.6  
Flow last month 219.6  

 

   Salinity (EC)    (microSiemens/cm at 25o C) 
  Current Average over the last week Average since 1 August 2017 
Swan Hill  100  100  110 
Euston 140 140 - 
Red Cliffs  190  190  160 
Merbein  190  190  160 
Burtundy (Darling)  730  710  660 
Lock 9  190  190  170 
Lake Victoria  240  250  230 
Berri  290  300  270 
Waikerie  330  330  330 
Morgan  340  340  340 
Mannum  350  340  370 
Murray Bridge  320  320  410 
Milang (Lake Alex.)  750  660  680 
Poltalloch (Lake Alex.)  670  690  630 
Meningie (Lake Alb.) 1 700 1 650 1 570 
Goolwa Barrages 4 450 2 710 1 200 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
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River Levels and Flows                                                        Week ending Wednesday 21 Mar 2018
  

  

Minor Flood 
Stage Gauge Height Flow Trend Average Flow 

this Week 

Average 
Flow last 

Week 
River Murray (m) local (m) (m AHD) (ML/day)   (ML/day) (ML/day) 
Khancoban - - - 2 500 F 2 420 1 250 
Jingellic 4.0 1.47 207.99 2 860 F 2 280 1 480 
Tallandoon ( Mitta Mitta River ) 4.2 1.37 218.26  530 S  530  530 
Heywoods 5.5 3.23 156.86 15 650 R 15 490 15 990 
Doctors Point 5.5 3.12 151.59 16 650 R 16 160 17 350 
Albury 4.3 2.17 149.61 -     -    - - 
Corowa 4.6 2.93 128.95 13 660 F 15 710 16 000 
Yarrawonga Weir (d/s) 6.4 1.53 116.57 8 820 S 8 920 8 720 
Tocumwal 6.4 2.16 106.00 8 830 F 8 890 8 550 
Torrumbarry Weir (d/s) 7.3 2.07 80.62 5 800 F 6 230 5 890 
Swan Hill 4.5 1.22 64.14 6 050 R 5 450 5 150 
Wakool Junction 8.8 2.47 51.59 5 560 R 5 290 5 560 
Euston Weir  (d/s) 9.1 1.04 42.88 4 700 F 4 550 4 630 
Mildura Weir (d/s)   - - 3 740 F 3 570 3 820 
Wentworth Weir  (d/s) 7.3 2.73 27.49 3 540 S 3 100 3 160 
Rufus Junction - 3.58 20.51 7 020 R 6 840 6 440 
Blanchetown (Lock 1 d/s) - 0.64 - 5 000 R 4 830 3 630 
                
Tributaries               
Kiewa at Bandiana 2.8 0.77 154.00  220 F  250  700 
Ovens at Wangaratta 11.9 7.84 145.52  300 R  270  300 
Goulburn at McCoys Bridge 9.0 2.29 93.71 2 420 R 2 490 2 760 
Edward at Stevens Weir (d/s) 5.5 1.33 81.10 1 030 F 1 030  720 
Edward at Liewah - 0.89 56.27  420 F  420  560 
Wakool at Stoney Crossing - 1.35 54.84  310 R  290  340 
Murrumbidgee at Balranald 5.0 0.62 56.58  280 R  270  250 
Barwon at Mungindi 6.1 3.25 -  170 F  250  160 
Darling at Bourke 9.0 3.59 -  0 F  0  0 
Darling at Burtundy Rocks - 0.67 -  40 S  30  20 
                
Natural Inflow to Hume            610  790 

 (i.e. Pre Dartmouth & Snowy Mountains scheme) 

Weirs and Locks Pool levels above or below Full Supply Level (FSL) 
Murray FSL (m AHD) u/s d/s   FSL (m AHD) u/s d/s 
Yarrawonga 124.90 -0.06 - No. 7 Rufus River 22.10 -0.07 +1.27 
No. 26 Torrumbarry 86.05 -0.00 - No. 6 Murtho 19.25 +0.02 +0.12 
No. 15 Euston 47.60 +0.01 - No. 5 Renmark 16.30 +0.03 +0.21 
No. 11 Mildura 34.40 +0.03 +0.13 No. 4 Bookpurnong 13.20 +0.05 +0.73 
No. 10 Wentworth 30.80 +0.10 +0.09 No. 3 Overland Corner 9.80 +0.04 +0.22 
No. 9 Kulnine 27.40 -0.04 -0.24 No. 2 Waikerie 6.10 +0.02 +0.12 
No. 8 Wangumma 24.60 -0.24 -0.04 No. 1 Blanchetown 3.20 -0.08 -0.11 

 
Lower Lakes FSL = 0.75 m AHD 

Lake Alexandrina average level for the past 5 days (m AHD) 0.51 

Barrages                                                                             Fishways at Barrages 
  Openings Level (m AHD) No. Open Rock Ramp Vertical Slot 1 Vertical Slot 2 Dual Vertical Slots 
Goolwa 128 openings 0.60 All closed - Open Open - 
Mundoo 26 openings 0.55 All closed - - - Open 
Hunters Creek - - - - Open - - 
Boundary Creek 6 openings - 1 - Open - - 
Ewe Island 111 gates - All closed - - - Open 
Tauwitchere 322 gates 0.53 1 Open Open Open - 
AHD = Level relative to Australian Height Datum, i.e. height above sea level 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
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Week ending Wednesday 21 Mar 2018 

 

 
 
      State Allocations (as at 21 Mar 2018) 

NSW - Murray Valley  Victorian - Murray Valley 
High security 97% 
General security 51% 

 

 High reliability 100% 
Low reliability 0% 

 

NSW – Murrumbidgee Valley 
 

Victorian - Goulburn Valley 
High security 95% 
General security 38% 

 

 High reliability 100% 
Low reliability 0% 

 

NSW  - Lower Darling 
 

South Australia – Murray Valley 
High security 100% 
General security 100% 

 

 High security 100% 
 

 

NSW : http://www.water.nsw.gov.au/water-management/water-availability 
VIC : http://nvrm.net.au/seasonal-determinations/current 
SA : http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/managing-natural-resources/river-murray 

 

http://www.mdba.gov.au/river-information/weekly-reports
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JOINT MEDIA RELEASE 
23 March 2018 

Lowering Lake Mulwala this winter for works and weed control 
Lake Mulwala will be lowered by about 3.5 metres this winter to facilitate works around the lake foreshore and 
weed control.  

Murray–Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) head of River Management, Andrew Reynolds, said locals and visitors 
to Lake Mulwala and Yarrawonga Weir might notice changes to water levels from the end of April. 

“We’re undertaking this work in conjunction with Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW) to improve infrastructure at 
the lake and to control invasive aquatic weed—we plan to have the lake back to its usual level in early August,” 
Mr Reynolds said. 

“Lake levels will start to fall slowly from 30 April by about 70cm until mid-May when the irrigation season ends.  

“Once we are sure that irrigation water delivery to customers is finished for the year, we’ll accelerate the 
drawdown until Lake Mulwala is 3.5 metres lower than normal—a level we expect to hold until mid-July when 
refilling will start. 

“The drawdown will be managed in a way that poses minimal risk of impacting on available water resources in 
the coming season.  

 “I recognise that Lake Mulwala is important to the local community and that any significant change in the lake 
level may have social and economic effects,” Mr Reynolds said. 

“The lowering will expose the lake flats, which will be muddy, reducing amenity, access and the ability to 
launch boats from the boat ramps. People will still be able to boat and fish in the main river channel that runs 
through the lake but will need to launch their boats upstream.   

“Along with GMW we have been talking with community members, council and tourism operators to try to 
minimise and limit disruptions.” 

GMW General Manager Customer Operations, Scott Barber, said that winter draw-down was important 
because it enabled structural works to be undertaken around the lake. 

“We’ll use this opportunity to upgrade the retaining wall along the Yarrawonga foreshore and look to assess 
and improve boat ramps if needed,” Mr Barber said. 
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“The main reason for the winter draw-down is to control the extensive build-up of the highly invasive aquatic 
weed Egeria densa which can displace native submersed vegetation and impacts on the lakes’ usage, making it 
harder to swim, fish, launch boats and water ski.  

“We have listened and taken on-board community feedback about the build-up of the aquatic weed in the lake 
and suggestions of a drawdown this year to reduce the weeds impact on recreational activities.  

“Previous winter draw-downs have proved effective in controlling the waterweed which dies off as it dries out 
and when exposed to frost.”   

Last year GMW and the MDBA released the Waterweed Wipeout app. The tool is designed to help the 
community better understand the management techniques used to control the invasive weed. Waterweed 
Wipeout is free and available from the App Store and Google Play for Apple and Android phones and tablet 
devices.  

In accordance with the longstanding Murray–Darling Basin Agreement, River Murray operations assets are 
owned by a ‘Joint Venture’ comprising of basin state and federal governments. The MDBA is tasked to operate 
the River Murray system on behalf of the Joint Venture. GMW is the state constructing authority responsible 
for managing and maintaining Lake Mulwala under the direction of the MDBA. 

ENDS 

For more information, contact the MDBA Media office at media@mdba.gov.au or  
02 6279 0141 or Richard Bryce at GMW on (03) 5826 3470. 
 
Follow @MD_Basin_Auth on Twitter: twitter.com/MD_Basin_Auth 
Find the MDBA on Facebook: facebook.com/MDBAuth 

 

Follow @GMWaterNews on Twitter: twitter.com/GMWaterNews 
Find GMW on Facebook: facebook.com/goulburnmurraywater  

 

mailto:media@mdba.gov.au
http://twitter.com/MD_Basin_Auth
http://www.facebook.com/MDBAuth
https://twitter.com/GMWaterNews
https://www.facebook.com/goulburnmurraywater/
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